Program

Velox Nocturnus (2017) ~ world premiere ~ Ethan Cypress (b. 1993)

Surrounded by Dreamers (2018) ~ world premiere ~ Rachel Matthews (b.1993)

Quickly, Quickly (2018) ~ world premiere ~ Joseph Tolonen (b. 1997)


Lotus
Samuel Detweiler • Justin Rollefson • Kristen Zelenak

Quatuor (1969) Guy Lacour (1932-2013)
   I. Élégie
   III. Rondeau Final


Cinerignis
Dylan Hong, soprano
Matt Fox, alto
Seth Hellmann, tenor
Morgan Musick-Hellmann, baritone

Six Bagetelles (1953) Gyorgy Ligeti (1923-2006)
   I. Allegro con spirito
   III. Allegro grazioso

Everything Must Go (2007) Martin Bresnick (b. 1946)
   III. Pensoso, con sobio espressione

Seyon Quartet
Dylan Hong, soprano
Nathan Salazar, alto
Patrick Feher, tenor
Kristen Zelenak, baritone


~ world premiere ~

Tyler Flowers, soprano saxophone
Christian Pascale, electric guitar

Three Shakespeare Songs (1951) Ralph Vaughn Williams (1872-1958)
I. Full Fathom Five

Shards of Light (2017) Christopher Coles (b. 1986)

Counterpunch (2016) Gregory Wanamaker (b.1968)

**ASU Sax Choir**
Dylan Hong, Nathan Salazar, Kristen Zelenak, Freddie Ochoa, Nathan Servilican,
Jesus Martinez, Seth Hellmann, Matt Fox, Patrick Feher,
Morgan Musick-Hellmann, Cole Wheling